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CHAPTER 1 
ffie exposed her hand to the growling bear. Her fingers found Rorie’s head and gave him a 

few soothing strokes behind the ears. A rumble came from deep in his gullet, as fierce as his 

wee body could muster. Frigid wind blasted them as they hid behind a large boulder atop the crown 

of Ben Nevis, the highest peak in the Highlands. A stranger had come to speak with her employer, 

Thomas Stevenson. Not an odd occurrence, but for a fortnight Rorie had groaned and whined, 

pawing for her attention as if disturbed by dark thoughts, trying to plead with her that something 

was amiss. And now that the stranger had come, Rorie’s discomfort had turned into malice. 

“If only I could peer into that head of yours and see what the fuss is about,” she said, planting 

her hands firmly on her hips.  

Rorie squatted on his haunches with a big huff, turning his head away. Though preferring the 

wild of the forest, he behaved himself around others when she asked. And only because it was she 

who asked. The bond had something to do with her Sithling blood, but Effie couldn’t explain how it 

worked. It was as much a mystery to her as any of the uncanny bonds she’d made with woodland 

creatures, lazy housecats, and goofy hounds over the years. As much a mystery as why the queen and 

all the lords of London abhorred her kind, though she’d done nothing to warrant their wrath. 

Rorie had been loyal to her ever since she’d convinced Stuart Graham to rescue him from a 

carnival the prior year, saving him from a brutal—and probably short—life of baiting. But he’d 

never acted so ill-tempered. Had the stranger come to take him away? Or was it she who should be 

fearful? By sight alone, the stranger wouldn’t know her for a Sithling. Short of stature, with a young 

woman’s curves and chestnut locks clipped about the shoulders, she lived her life amongst the Scots 

all but unnoticed, the truth of her mixed fey blood hidden. 

Yet such reliance on appearance was a false safety. 

Her hair whipped about her face, blinding her until she swept it back. The lodge of the Scottish 

Meteorological Society perched only a short distance away, a cozy, timbered house well-weathered 

from years of driving gales. Its chimney puffed white smoke, teasing her with thoughts of hot tea 

and honeyed biscuits. But that was where Mr. Stevenson had taken the stranger, and he’d instructed 

her not to return until he bade her. She blew into her hands for warmth, vexed by the riddle of the 

strange visitor, unable to contain her curiosity any longer. 

“I’m going for a closer look,” she said to Rorie. “Wait here.” Hoarfrost crunched as she shifted 

her weight and slunk forward. The frozen dew crusted the fern and bracken around the lodge, 
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radiating a cold that sank into her bones. Her olive-colored dress and drab woolen coat were 

serviceable enough, but they did little against the cutting winds atop the mountain, winds that drove 

in the damp air as if she wore nothing as all. 

She understood why Mr. Stevenson wished her to hide. He was a man who believed in prudence. 

He would not jeopardize one of his great works, nor his reputation nor her safety, on the off chance 

a stranger would find her out. There were some who could recognize her fey nature if they stood 

close enough. The scientists of the day, many of whom had their pockets lined by London’s coin, 

said fey blood corrupted the flesh, giving off an odor that some could smell. Catholics and 

Protestants alike said it was the sins of the fey that radiated a cloud of evil around them, allowing 

those pure of heart to perceive them. Other tales held that a fey’s eyes glowed in the dark or that 

they would burst into flame if they touched iron. All of it seemed foolish to Effie. She drank her tea 

and let it pass the same way as anyone she’d ever met, regardless of their blood. How some knew 

her for a Sithling while most did not was as random as why some seeds took root and others wilted. 

A whistle shrieked, drawing her attention. Next to the lodge, Mr. Stevenson’s plans for a great 

observatory were coming to fruition. Steel beams braced half-raised walls as masons slathered on 

stone and concrete by the ton. The pipes of a steam crane shuddered, and a burst of gas exhaled as 

another beam was lifted into place, soaring thrice the height of a man to the workers waiting above. 

The construction was what had brought them to Ben Nevis, and Effie guessed the stranger would 

not have come if he weren’t involved with the great project in some manner. 

She stalked forward, half-crouched so the wind wouldn’t stagger her, and reached the sill of one 

of the lodge’s thick windows. Grabbing the smooth, lacquered wood for support, she peered 

through the glass into the lodge’s main room. It held several tables of a dark and sturdy teak, and a 

stone hearth large enough for a royal estate. 

The stranger stood with his back toward her. His coat and polished shoes bespoke a city, but not 

the odd leather cap with its flaps that clung tight around his ears. She didn’t recognize the tartan on 

his trousers: blues, greens, and purples all jumbled together as if shouting at her. She recalled he’d 

driven his own steam carriage up the winding road, working the levers and knobs as if he were used 

to the task, an odd thing for a wealthy man. 

“I will take your concerns into account, Mr. Crofter,” said Stevenson. The window’s frame had 

warped over the years, allowing her to hear him clearly. He stood by the hearth. A dark coat fit 

snugly around his stout frame, its wool threadbare from years of rugged service. His balding head 

held tufts of hair around the ears, yet they served to dignify his face rather than embarrass it. 

“They are not just my concerns, Mr. Stevenson. They carry the weight of the Society. It is time 

to distance ourselves from such relations. Lord Granville will have his way, and you must choose 

where your loyalties lie—with the Society or with your fey friends.” 

Stevenson’s face darkened. “We have pushed back these threats before and should not wilt so 

easily to tactics of hatemongering. Parliament has no grounds, and Lord Granville not enough 

allies.” 

A shadow moved from the corner of the room, and Stuart Graham’s stocky frame came into 

view from where she crouched outside. The man’s knee-length boots were coated in mud, a 

workman’s badge he wore proudly, and his white locks curled in ringlets atop a face as cheery as it 

was round. “Bah, let us speak plain, Mr. Crofter. You knew of Mr. Stevenson’s associations before 

you funded the observatory. It was his name alone which brought in enough benefactors to ensure 



the completion of construction.” 

Mr. Crofter grunted. “Do you think any of these benefactors will stand against the threat of an 

Inquiry? No, Mr. Graham, they will scatter like rats.” The stranger turned to Stevenson. “You will 

do as we ask, or we will sever ties and throw you to the wolves. One noted engineer is easily 

replaced by another. Now I bid you good day.” He slapped his gloves together and strode for the 

door. 

Effie recoiled. The news from London must be dire for Mr. Crofter to speak to Stevenson as he 

had. She crept to the front corner of the lodge and watched the small yard of trampled grass where 

the stranger’s carriage sat. Graham emerged from the lodge’s main door. He pulled a worn and 

battered watch from his pocket and studied it before casting his gaze to the skies. Mr. Crofter came 

out on Graham’s heels, walking cane thumping the dirt as he ambled. The pair exchanged a cordial 

nod, similar to one shared by passing gentlemen in a city street. Effie didn’t understand such 

manners. It was clear Graham was in a foul mood and Mr. Crofter the cause of it, but they 

pretended like nothing cross had occurred between them. 

Rorie wasn’t as polite. A low growl came from behind the boulder where she’d left him, and the 

bruin’s head popped into view, teeth bared. She waved at him to stay back, but the noise had already 

drawn Mr. Crofter’s attention. He peered at the boulder, his eyes growing wide. He muttered 

something, a scowl on his face, before clambering into the waiting steam carriage. Graham stood 

stiffly while the other man brought the boiler into action. The carriage’s engine was a monster of 

steel and wood, with copper tubes lashed in a lattice across its flank and a charred snout thrusting 

upward from its roof. With a parting nod, Mr. Crofter threw open the valve, and the carriage 

sputtered forth with a burst of burnt coal perfuming the air. Only when the squeaking of the 

carriage’s axles had faded down the mountain road did Graham turn to stare right at Effie. 

As he beckoned her, brooding clouds rolled over the surrounding hills, darkening the sky. The 

wind gusted, flapping his leather coat about his legs. Neither were good omens. She stood and 

crossed to him, her cheeks flushed in embarrassment. He greeted her with a grin forced from pursed 

lips, and he spoke in a rushed manner, barely taking a breath. 

“Och, lass,” he said. “You took a risk. If my waistcoat weren’t as round as an ox, ye’d surely 

been seen. It’s like to piss down any moment. Let’s get into the warmth before it does. Mr. 

Stevenson wants a word.” 

Effie nodded sheepishly as the steam crane’s whistle shrilled again. Black smoke belched from its 

boiler, the engine fighting the strain of the wind. But she needn’t watch the work progress to know 

the shape of the observatory. Its structure had long been affixed in her head from the drawings 

she’d rendered of the project. That was her place in the endeavor. Stevenson had discovered her 

talent for depicting his designs years before when she was just a lost girl sheltering under his 

protection. She’d sought him out after the death of her mother, the famous lighthouse engineer who 

designed edifices powered by stardust—the glowing azure silt, forged by Fey Craft, that burned 

hotter than oil and slower than coal. Her eyes grew glassy. The time was a blurred memory that still 

haunted her dreams. She’d come close to starvation and almost succumbed to exposure. Worse, 

she’d been captured and beaten by the queen’s Sniffers, those who hunted fey, and only managed to 

escape by sheer luck. Yet none of those trials compared to the sorrow of isolation, the sense that all 

her warmth and cheer had fled. That she was alone, the last of her family, nearly the last of the 

Sithlings. 



Alone and yet not alone. She glanced at the dark shadows of forest sprouting from the hills 

ranging beneath the peak of Ben Nevis. How many of the other fey races hid there watching them? 

Pixies and brownies, gnomes and hogboons all still dwelt within the Highlands. The remnants of a 

Seily Court existed, yet her mother had taught her to be as wary of it as of the Scots. She could 

count on a single hand the number of fey she’d ever met, and none were likely to take her in if the 

need arose. Such was the way for many Sithlings. Despite their appearance, they lived between races, 

not quite human and not quite fey. Their blood derived from a sect of the Daoine Sith interbred 

with the Votadini, an ancient human clan whose might had receded under an onslaught of Scoti 

tribesmen. What remained centuries later could claim neither as kinsfolk. 

Effie followed the man she considered an uncle into the lodge. Heat from the hearth enveloped 

her the moment she stepped inside, soothing away the bite the cold wind had left. Laid out on one 

of the tables were Thomas Stevenson’s plans of the observatory, his lines and notes as formal and 

stiff as he was. On another perched the casing for one of his famous screens, a protective box for 

meteorological instruments. Its sides were angled slats designed to keep moisture from the 

instruments contained within, allowing them to collect data for weeks on end unattended. Her own 

worktable rested in a corner. A collection of colored charcoals, neatly arranged within a tin, sat atop 

a rendering of the observatory. Her drawings always held more flora than the bleak locations 

Stevenson chose to build on, and the observatory was no exception. Ben Nevis’ crown boasted none 

of the hearty pines and spring flowers her depiction held, but that never seemed to bother her 

employer. 

Stevenson greeted her with a curt nod and gestured to a chair by the hearth. He didn’t make her 

wait long, once settled. “Our caller was Mr. James Crofter, a noted engineer whose father worked 

with Thomas Telford on the Great Canal.” Effie’s lips tugged at a smile. To Stevenson, names were 

always linked to matters of accomplishment. His own noted a long family line of engineers. “He 

came to us in haste with news from the coast. Murder has been done in the village of Duncairn.” 

Effie started. If given a dozen guesses, it was not the news she’d expected to hear. She read 

Stevenson’s face, but it remained a stone mask. “Was it someone you knew?” 

“A fisherman,” answered Graham, bringing her a cup of tea, “An Ewan Ross. His boat capsized 

in the Bay of Lunan.” 

She took the cup, piping hot and full of sugar the way she liked, and breathed in its sweetness. 

“The importance is not whom but the how,” said Stevenson. “Fishermen in the area swear a 

host of rabid seals tipped Mr. Ross’ boat, accosting it in unison. Not normal behavior to say the 

least.” 

She stifled a laugh. The poor fisherman deserved better, but the image of a group of seals 

harassing his vessel, barking and slapping the water with their flippers, was comical to her. “Surely 

these fishermen are mistaken in what they saw, or perhaps Mr. Ross agitated the seals in some 

manner. Perhaps they were trying to help the man.” She glanced between the two men, wondering if 

they were jesting with her. “Yet I fail to see how one could call it murder.” 

“That’s what I did say,” said Graham. “The Scottish folk are long known for tales of fancy. Any 

dark bed of kelp becomes the Kraken in their minds.” 

Stevenson cleared his throat. “Putting Mr. Ross aside, there is a second account Mr. Crofter 

related. A week ago, a young lass was accosted on the road to Montrose, just outside of Duncairn. 

She suffered woefully and is much delirious, but describes her attackers as hairy imps slight of 



stature, with sharp ears and wicked fangs. They battered her as she fled. She recovers now from a 

fractured skull and other wounds.” Stepping to the table, Stevenson rested his fingertips on it. 

“Short, devilish imps with pointed ears. These creatures have a name. The Shetland folk call them 

trows.” 

“Bah, bollocks,” spat Graham. 

Effie blinked, taken aback by the certainty in Stevenson’s gaze. “I had not believed trows real.” 

Her cheeks flushed at the admission. Her knowledge of the fey races, and of Fey Craft, were scarce 

at best. Much that she knew had come from Stevenson. 

“Real enough,” said Stevenson, “though not seen in the Highlands for centuries. They are fell 

creatures not of the Seily Court.” 

She frowned. “I thought all fey were bound to the Seily Court, before the Leaving at least. The 

binding is what gave Fey Craft power in this world.” That power had dwindled ever since the 

Daoine Sith abandoned Sidh Chailleann, their ancestral home. 

“There are some fey the Seily Court cannot control. They form their own covenants, Unseily 

Courts they are called, though decades have gone since the last rumors of one’s appearance.” 

“Oh,” she said. She stared into her cup, feeling a bit lost. It seemed, every time matters of fey 

lore arose, she understood the least. 

Graham read her expression. “Don’t fret, lass. You still ken more of your blood than all of us 

together. Mr. Stevenson’s just got more years of hearing tales than you.” He winked. “Many more, 

by the top of his head.” 

She forced a smile. Graham often reminded her how young she still was. For all her curves, she 

was still recent to adulthood by human standards, let alone fey. Thinking on the accounts of 

Duncairn, she drew the simple connection. “You believe the two attacks are linked, and if these trow 

creatures did the one, then the seals were really—” 

“Selkies,” affirmed Stevenson. 

“But that doesn’t make any sense. Selkies are not wicked creatures. They shed their sealskins in 

favor of human form to lure men and women into loving them. They don’t work in packs, nor 

accost fishermen at sea.” 

“I have never heard tale of such a thing either,” said Stevenson. “Just the same, fey sightings 

have grown in past weeks across the Highlands, enough to reach the ears of Her Majesty’s Fey 

Finders, and now with these attacks it is almost certain there will be an Inquiry.” 

Effie blanched. There hadn’t been an Inquiry by the Sniffers in almost fifty years. Most in 

London called the fey hunters relics, the funds used to support them better used elsewhere. Yet as 

dire as the news was, it did not follow why Mr. Crofter had spoken of such immediate threats. There 

was more to the stranger’s visit Stevenson wasn’t telling her, something she hadn’t overheard. She 

studied his face. Her foot tapped impatiently. Cheeks growing red, she forced herself to still and sip 

her tea. She could be more stubborn than a stone when it fancied her, but secrets foiled her patience. 

As much as anything else, curiosity had driven her into the world of man after the passing of her 

mother, the need to explore the enigma of their society. Yet even as a girl she had always quested 

after knowledge. Her mother had often scolded her, reminding her life wasn’t a puzzle to be solved 

but a great riddle to be savored. 

The lesson had rarely stuck. 

She would need to pull the truth out of the man. “Rorie is in a foul temper,” she said. “He wants 



to warn me of something, but I can’t understand what. I thought it might be Mr. Crofter.” 

Graham traded a glance with Stevenson. “She’s a woman more than twenty years grown. There’s 

no sense as treating her like the girl she was.” 

Running a hand over his chin, Stevenson worked at the muscles of his jaw. “Parliament pushes 

for legislation to formally outlaw any association with the fey. That would include the use of Fey 

Craft—stardust, precisely—and the harboring of those with fey blood.” 

“Bah!” Graham cursed. “That kind of nonsense comes up every odd year. They’ll make no 

ground with it. We’ve still friends enough in London.” 

Pain flashed in Stevenson’s eyes. “That is not the worst of it, you well know, Mr. Graham.” He 

turned to Effie. “The Society feels a sacrifice is in order, something to appease the crown and end 

talk of an Inquiry. They instructed I draw up a document listing the fey I am in contact with and 

hand it over to the crown.” 

Stevenson drew up his weight into a rigid posture, clasping his hands behind his back before 

speaking. “That is why Mr. Crofter came to us—to demand I betray dear friends.” 

Effie’s blood ran cold, and she had to swallow hard to keep the tea in her stomach from surging 

upward. So that was it—the missing piece. To protect their investments, the Society wished to send 

her and Stevenson’s other fey allies to the gallows. It was not strictly illegal to harbor pro-fey 

sympathies, but neither was it fashionable, and those who did often found themselves in prison or 

their fortunes waning. She sensed Rorie’s seething hatred for Mr. Crofter and felt a fury of her own 

spring to life. 

“Do they all know of me, then?” she asked. 

“Not directly,” answered Stevenson. “But they know I have enough involvement with the fey 

that I could perhaps influence the crown’s good graces.” 

“You wouldn’t!” Effie exclaimed. 

“Of course not,” Stevenson snapped. He turned from her to cool his temper, yet she thought 

nothing of his outburst. His benefactors had placed him in a horrible position. They would not let 

their investments fail; they had too much money at stake. Either he sacrificed the fey known to him, 

or they would find an engineer to run their projects who would. She had heard Mr. Crofter threaten 

as much, she now understood. 

“It’s a fool plan,” spat Graham. “I should’ve skinned the man alive for suggesting such a 

cowardly thing. The Fey Finders would hang the fey and still seek an Inquiry in Duncairn. Better if 

this observatory falls to ruin.” 

Stevenson shook his head. “The Society will not allow that. But they do underestimate the 

devastation of an Inquiry; they see only what it would mean in London. Her Majesty’s Fey Finders 

care naught whether a fey is good or fell, peaceful or sinister of purpose. Their aim is to demonstrate 

their own worth. Without check, they’ll scour the coast and put to the question all they find, as they 

did during the Potato Famines a few decades ago. They’ll use the Inquiry as a grand stage and propel 

these legislations through. From there, their wrath would spiral out of control.” He pressed his 

palms against the table, though it appeared he would rather knock it over. “We cannot let that 

happen. We must strive to show the world that fey and human can coexist.” 

“What will you do?” Effie asked, eager to hear his thoughts. Part of what drew her to Stevenson 

was his work, always seeking to blend science with nature. He was a pure naturalist who used 

stardust to power his famous lighthouses, promoted harmony with the fey, and sought to canonize 



their lore. 

“We must sap the hatemongers of their advantage,” said Stevenson. “I will stall them as best I 

can, but we must find the true motive and intent of these attacks before their Inquiry can come to 

bear. If the truth is known, there’s a chance the Fey Finders will find no allies north of Edinburgh. 

The Scots have no fondness for London’s authority.” 

Effie considered his words. She had no stomach for politics. Large crowds and public debate 

went against every fiber of her nature. But that did not mean she would wither away like some 

English violet. She could not let innocent fey fall victim to such a scheme as the Society planned. If 

Stevenson meant to unravel the truth of the attacks rather than appease his benefactors, it would 

take all his resources to hinder their enemies in Parliament, leaving nothing for Duncairn. 

So to there she must go. 

She rose, her mind settled. “If an Unseily Court exists in Duncairn, we must know of it before 

the Inquiry. It may be our best chance of gaining leverage, and our only chance to forestall Mr. 

Crofter’s designs.” Her words were heavy, but she stiffened her back against them. “I will go there 

and uncover the truth of the matter.” 

“What!” Graham barked. “You can’t mean to go near that village. The queen’s bastards will be 

crawling over it before the fortnight is through.” 

Effie swallowed to keep her voice from trembling. “There is danger, but to do nothing is to 

guarantee more fey will suffer.” She faced Graham. “I can do nothing here to help; my presence 

might even bring greater danger if Mr. Crofter returns.” 

“You can do less against an Unseily Court!” 

“If one exists,” she reminded him. She tried to keep herself steady despite the knot forming in 

her gut. Graham and Stevenson had risked their lives and the fortunes of their families to let her in 

and give her a sheltered life. She would not balk at doing the same for them. “You are both needed 

here. At the least you cannot be seen in Duncairn. The scandal would link your names to whatever 

judgment the Inquiry handed down.” 

“There are others,” huffed Graham. “I ken a man near Montrose who often trades with the 

fishermen of Duncairn.” His tone was more tired than she had ever heard. “He knows much of the 

fey and has befriended a few in the area. I would have him handle this.” 

“If you could reach him,” said Stevenson. “The man is a drunkard and hasn’t responded to your 

missives in weeks.” 

“I’ll speak with the fishermen and the girl’s family,” said Effie, “and if an Unseily Court exists, 

we will throw them to your benefactors and limit the crown’s hand. It is the least either party 

deserves. Please, Mr. Graham, I must do something to protect the lives of the fey. I will not run and 

hide when I can offer aid instead.” 

“Bah!” Graham stammered, but his shoulders sagged in defeat. He spun on a heel and stormed 

out, slamming the door behind him. 

The cold gust that rushed in made Effie shiver. She smoothed her coat and stepped closer to the 

hearth. Stevenson’s face fell as blank as unmarked parchment, and he bent to scour over the 

observatory’s designs. Effie knew Stevenson well enough to leave him be. Silent brooding was his 

nature, and she didn’t take offense. To others it might seem he didn’t care, but she knew he cared 

perhaps too much. 

“Mr. Graham left his coat,” she said. “I’ll go after him.” 



She found Graham watching as the workmen set the observatory’s giant lens in place. It was a 

moment they had planned for weeks. She knew a few of Graham’s crew by name, but they all 

recognized her, giving her a cheery nod or word of greeting. Mr. Stevenson thought it a risk, yet she 

took that sentiment with a grain of salt. Where Stevenson placed prudence above mirth, Graham 

naturally exuded an honest warmth. He treated the crew like family and didn’t employ a man he 

didn’t trust. 

“He should be seeing this.” Graham had his arms folded across his chest. His cheeks and nose 

were rose-colored, as if he’d been nipping a few drams, but it was only from the wind. 

“He has more pressing matters on his mind,” said Effie, handing Graham his coat. She was not 

in a mood to speak in circles. “How dangerous are these creatures?” 

Graham raised his eyebrow and stared at her askance. “If they’re real? Dangerous enough you 

shouldn’t go messing with them. It’s a thick lad who pokes at a badger and doesn’t expect to get 

bit.” 

“But you doubt trows exist?” 

Graham stomped his boots for warmth. “I think Stevenson’s nose has sniffed after funding for 

so long that it doesn’t know a fart from a flower.” Her eyes narrowed, and he held up a hand for her 

pardon. “This observatory is funded by landowners hoping its weather data will lead to better crop 

growing. They don’t give a cuss about Acts of Parliament or the stars or the fey or any other bit of 

science that doesn’t put more money in their pockets.” 

He pointed down the road. “That man, Crofter, is from Newcastle where the Hostmen lord 

over the coal trade for the entire empire. They aren’t the type of men one should meddle with, and I 

wouldn’t doubt the bugger is afoul of them.” 

“And Mr. Stevenson has been led down this path before.” Effie finished Graham’s thought. The 

affair with the lighthouse engineer, John Wigham, had left Stevenson accused of reckless slander, his 

name tarnished forever in the eyes of many in the scientific world. 

“He’s blinded by his own interests,” said Graham. 

“It is the fey’s interest too,” said Effie. “We are also his benefactors and have no other voice. 

The constabularies will not defend us. The magistrates of Edinburgh are bought and paid for by 

men who proclaim us the offspring of Black Donald.” She stopped short of mentioning Graham’s 

own interests, those of the French merchants who stocked his warehouses full of goods. 

Graham gave her a cheery smile, but she saw the doubt and fear behind it. “We have enemies, 

lass. Too right. Some we know of, some we don’t. I can’t say as I understand what’s going on myself, 

and that’s what frightens me most. There’s a strange feeling to this whole ordeal.” The smile 

dropped from his face. “Robert Ramsey is a good man and no drunkard.” 

She rested a hand on his arm. “I will inquire after him.” 

He squirmed in frustration. “The tale of this Mr. Ross being killed by selkies is foolishness, and 

no doubt the other attack was carried out by some drunken rogue. The lass is just mistaken in what 

she saw or embellishing the tale for some reason.” His skepticism made her love him more. It was 

the concern of a father not believing night had fallen, if only so his child could play in the sun a little 

longer. 

“I’ve lived a happy life these past years, sheltered from those who would do me harm. That was 

your doing, yours and Mr. Stevenson’s. It’s time I repaid you the favor.” 

Graham’s eyes grew moist. “Be careful, lass. The queen’s appointed a new Fey Finder General, 



the man called Edmund Glover. I fear you know him, and he knows you.” 

Effie’s stomach dropped to her toes. The name made her skin crawl. The last time she had heard 

it, she’d almost died. 

 


